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My first point here is that the issue of referral fees must remain a matter for the profession  

and not for Government. 

 

As a business woman in 2010 living in a commercial world and running a successful  

Solicitor’s practice dealing predominantly with Personal Injury claims the payment of  

referral fees gives certainty, continuity and managed growth. 

 

It is a sensible and beneficial cost in this modern world. Whilst I accept that the cost of  

the referral fee has been driven higher than I would choose it is a necessary part of our  

business allowing us to budget within our marketing. It forms only a part of our  

marketing costs, but a vital part that ensures stability to the business. 

 

As a Solicitor I do believe that customers need Access to Justice and abolishing referral  

fees will only serve to drive back such fees underground leading to technical challenges  

and instability in an ever changing arena. Completely against the 1999 Access to Justice  

Act and the reforms in 2004 that sought to give transparency and regulation to this topic  

some 10 years ago. A ban would be a backward step in so many ways. 

. 

As Solicitors we are regulated by the SRA and so there can never be any doubt as to the  

quality of service, in fact far from referral fees preventing a lack of service they actually  

ensure the consumer receives the best quality advice and assistance. With competition so  

fierce we would not be retained on CMC’s panels were our services anything less than  

top quality. The SRA already provides a transparency with referral fees having to be  

disclosed. 

 

Access to Justice means awareness and choice which quality CMC’s provide with their  

substantive marketing, case management systems and preliminary processing. Referring  

on customers to my firm ensures the customer’s best interests are always served. There are  

consumers that have no awareness of their ability to make a claim and the CMC’s  

marketing gives this awareness.  

 

Sadly Solicitors are still not perceived to be easily approachable and so the existence of  

the CMC gives customers a more user friendly way of making their claims but still  

ensuring the end result is good advice from the legal profession.  

              

The ban on referral fees would simply change the guise of the marketing cost. Capping  

the figure is an impractical proposition – indeed the sum of £200 mentioned but with no  

explanation as to how that figures is reached is entirely unrealistic. It widely  

underestimates the level of marketing cost. With a cap at this level CMC’s would not be  

able to continue and it would force up the marketing cost to the Solicitor to a level which  

would be likely to be far more than current levels of referral fee. 



 

The referral fee arrangement has no negative impact on the consumer and their access to  

justice. 

 

Kind regards  

Rachel Stow 

 

Managing Director 

 

Thorneycroft Solicitors 

Email: RachelStow@Thorneycrofts.co.uk 

01625 503444 :: Switchboard 
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